2.

SAFE ZONE ENTRY PLAN [APPLIES TO 22 JULY 2018 AND STOPS WHEN A NEW REPORT IS RELEASED]

Safe Zone Entry Plan and Safe Zone Exit Plan are NOT correlated and are two different entries.
We have seen during the last 4 months that price suppression by the “powers that be” are unprecedented. For this reason, we
need to ensure we protect our assets against flawed information and fake news perpetrated by worldwide mainstream media.
Upon request by the crypto community we provide an EXIT PLAN and a Safe Zone ENTRY PLAN. This will be helpful for newbies
and those considering entry and exit points AT various stage investing in cryptos. This is not financial advice*.
Safe Zone Entry Plan (this is a recommendation; earlier entries can be done by risk adverse investors)
- The Entry Plan is NOT correlated to the Exit Plan
- It should be used to new capital wanting to enter the Bitcoin and Crypto market
- It is intended for adding onto portfolios and gives a safe zone entry
- Off course, if you are risk adverse, you may lower the entry points
Bitcoin
Litecoin
Action
Notes
$7617
$85.85
Buy
10% of cash and ladder in buys in segments
$8257
$88.25
Market moves up buy
10% of left over cash
$92.96
Market moves up
Consider over 20%
Market moves up
Consider over 20%+++
Market moves up
10-15%+++ - leave 10% cash as a safeguard to buy dips

3.

SAFE ZONE EXIT PLAN (24 July 2018)

Safe Zone Exit Plan (this is a recommendation: earlier exits can be undertaken by risk adverse investors)
- This Exit Plan in NOT correlated to the Entry Plan
- It is used for investors who would like to preserve capital AND potentially sell to lock in profits
- It is intended to preserve portfolios and the investor could SELL and EXIT but could enter again at a later stage when the
market appears favourable or is proven to be in an uptrend
- The intent is not to sell low and buy high & the investor could sell and exit at a high point BUT enter again at a lower point
- The main purpose would be to protect long term investments
Bitcoin
Litecoin
Action
Notes
$7986
$79
Sell 25% into Cash (75% portfolio I will not sell any Bitcoin in any of my 4 major portfolios.
left)
This only applies to my Model Portfolio
Sell into Cash or USDT
$7859
$77
Sell 20% into Cash
left over portfolio value
$7701
$75
Sell 15% into Cash
left over portfolio value
$7668
$75
Sell 15% into Cash
left over portfolio value
$7668
$75
Sell 50%
left over portfolio value
$7669
$75
Sell all and exit market
Wait for market to return to uptrend and enter
Safe Zone Entry Plan Buy: Assuming you have let’s say $1000, same applies to $5000, $10,000 or more (work in %)
Keep in mind that risky investors can consider buying at trend reversal patterns which could be equal to Exit Plan price direction.
In summary:
Our targets have not changed.
However, we remain cautious but optimistic.
We stay ALERT but expect a sudden surge in price appreciation this week.
A break upwards will confirm BUY entry points.
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YouTube
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